We present a distributed control architecture for the integration of an experimental robotic cell with 3D visual servoing. This architecture allows us to control a 6 DOF robot in hard Real-Time and the global experimental system in soft Real-Time. We have developed distributed applications, based on this architecture, for the robot control (whose characteristics permit us to teleoperate the robot), the 3D data acquisition and for an advanced simulation and visualization. These applications, together with the algorithms developed by our computer vision research group, allow a full intelligent robotic manipulation in complex scenes to be made. This can be useful in manufacturing environments where an automated piece manipulation is necessary.
INTRODUCTION
The distributed control of industrial processes is linked to the communication systems. The elements of a plant or process will determine the control action and the integration architecture. This architecture is abstracted in different levels of integration and production following the Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) philosophy.
Experimental systems based on robotic visual servoing need the development of special distributed architecture for its integration. Moreover, like in any robot system, the interaction with the world imposes a real time constraint on computing.
The requirements for a distributed robot architecture have been studied for many years. A reference for these kinds of architectures was given by NASA in (Albus et al., 1989) . There are many research works in distributed robot control, above all in mobile robotics. For example in (Woo et al., 2003) a distributed mobile robot software application infrastructure is developed. In industrial robots the research is focused on robot integration in networked manufacturing and in any kind of teleoperation. One example of distributed control for manufacturing can be found in (Pires et al., 2001) and an example of distributed control architecture for teleoperation can be found in (Fung et al., 2002) .
The 3D vision servoing has been used in robotic research environments for many years. These techniques are used in mobile robots for navigation and recognition tasks. For example in (Mallet et al. 2000 ) the authors use a stereo system to estimate the position of a mobile robot in outdoor environments. In industrial robots the 3D vision techniques are used for robot control, inspection/recognition and manipulation. For example, in (Saedan et al. 2001) , 3D techniques are used to determine the position of a manipulator robot.
In this paper we present the integration of the distributed components of an experimental robotic cell based on 3D visual servoing. In order to carry out this integration it has been necessary to develop a software architecture, which allows us to implement a hard Real-Time control of a 6 DOF manipulator robot and a robust and reliable communication of the global cell with soft RealTime specifications.
have an experimental robotic cell based on a 6-DOF manipulator robot with 3D visual servoing. A system control based on our 3D techniques allows the cell to be used as an intelligent element of manipulation with many applications in manufacturing environments. For example, it would be useful in quality control processes, classification or manipulation of pieces, assembly tasks, etc. 
Software Systems
To allow the robot to interact with a complex scene, it has been necessary to develop the following applications and tools:
Segmentation Tool. The algorithm presented in (Merchan et al., 2002) obtains the segmented elements of complex scenes with occlusions, shadows, etc, and its distribution around the scene.
Recognition Tool. The segmented objects are recognized through the algorithm presented in . As a result, the recognition as well as the pose of the object is given.
Grasping Tool. The grasping algorithm presented in (Adán et al. 2005 ) works on the 3D complete model given by the recognition algorithm. Figure 2 .a shows the image of a real object. The grasping point in the 3D modelled object is shown in Figure 2 .b.
Path Planning Tool. Our algorithm of path planning (Vázquez et al., 2006 ) is a new samplebased algorithm suitable for dynamic environments. Figure 2 .c shows an example of the trajectory generated by our path planning algorithm.
Control Robot Application. Application based on the distributed architecture of Section 3 for the remote control of the robot with Real-Time specifications. This hard Real-Time control together with the soft Real-Time control of the global experimental cell allow us to schedule a parallel control in order to improve the reliability, security and speed of the system. Remote 3D Acquisition Application. Server application based on Corba which allows us to control the Range Sensor in order to acquire 3D data remotely.
Advanced Simulation Application. 3D dynamic simulator of robots with the following characteristics:
-Multi-platform (Windows, Linux).
-Generic robot simulation based on CAD models (robot morphology) and ROBOOP libraries [http://www.cours.polymtl.ca/roboop/] (kinematics solution).
-Simulation of dynamic environments with ODE (Open Dynamics Engine) based on 3D synthetic models (CAD) or 3D real model (from the 3D sensor). Also it is used as a collision detector.
-The architecture discussed in Section 3 makes it possible to be use as a visualization tool (teleoperation) or as a feedback tool (3D data repository, collision detector, etc). 
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
As we have seen, the experimental cell is composed of different systems, which implies we need a distributed system to integrate all the elements. Moreover, the use of a robot implies having to add characteristic of Real-Time to the distributed system. In fact, the integration of our experimental robotic cell in manufacturing environments implies the following requirements: -Hard Real-Time control of the robot.
-Soft Real-Time control of the global system for quality of service (QoS) in communications and reliable executions of tasks. 
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Real-Time Robot Control
The CS8 robot controller permits Real-Time task execution. In order to do a remote control it is possible to establish a communication between the controller and a PC via RS232 serial port. This port is an asynchronous canal which means that it presents a problem of Real-Time scheduling.
In the CS8 controller side, the communication task can have the maximum priority in order to avoid exclusion problems. In this way it is possible to send/receive data in a t period.
The serial data in a PC will be read in a variable t' time. We use RTLinux for converting the communication into a Real-Time process. In this way t' can be fixed. Ideally t and t' should be equals, but this has many inconveniences: It needs to synchronize clocks and it will not be robust in presence of errors. For example t and t' could change due to communication errors, loss of priority by O.S. exceptions, etc. We propose instead:
-Using a non Real-Time task which reads the serial port and writes in a RTFIFO. In this way, another Real-Time task can read data from the RTFIFO with a t' period. Therefore, if t'>t the correct data is read. If t'<t there are two ways: Take the last data (but it could be old) or make an interpolation between the n last data.
Moreover, using RTLinux will allow us to have faster controllers due to the improvement of the system clock granularity (which also means parallelism improvement).
Distributed Cell in Soft Real-Time
Our system is a heterogeneous environment with different operating systems, languages and communication ways. Those systems without "critical" actions in the robot, such as the 3D data acquisition subsystem, can assume Soft Real-Time specifications. Between the different technologies for distributed systems in heterogeneous environments we have chosen TAO Real-Time Corba specification. TAO allow us to optimize the communication and turn our system into a soft RealTime system. Therefore the elements of our system are encapsulated in distributed objects. The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 3 .
TAO's Real-Time Scheduling Service supports static rate monotonic scheduling and dynamic maximum urgency first scheduling (using the RealTime event service) to assign priorities and validate schedulability. We have chosen the dynamic maximum urgency first scheduling, because tasks of maximum urgency can appear in our system (for example an emergency stop). Moreover, tasks like the collision detecting module need high priority, that is why the processes need to be scheduled.
Objects Interaction
The following grasping process is an example of how objects interact with each other. This process can be divided into the following parts: a) 3D data processes. The diagram of Figure 4 shows how the user obtains the 3D data of the complex scene of objects by the simulator. b) Planning processes. The user is able to select an object to grasp after the 3D data has been processed. Figure 5 shows the process of planning a grasp. As a result of these processes, the remote control will know the sequence of the robot configurations (trajectory) to carry out the grasping. c) Robot execution processes. Every movement is tested in the virtual world before being executed in the real robot (to check collision and so on). This process can be serial or parallel.
In the serial process (Figure 6 .a) there is an accumulated delay in every movement due to the computational time (in the simulation) and the communication time. This sequence is suitable just for process where the speed in not important, but not for critical process such as teleoperation where it is necessary to optimize the performance. Parallel process is carried out by a global Scheduler with a Real-Time manager, which controls both virtual and real movement guaranteeing a security delay. The computational time of a movement in the simulator will depend on the complexity of the virtual world. The hard RealTime control of the robot seen in section 3.1 allows the Scheduler to know the state of the real movement and to modify the speed of this movement (even to stop it by a emergency stop task with the highest priority) in order to guarantee the security delay in each movement. The scheduler is designed through the analysis of the robot in Real-Time and the analysis of the computational and communication parameters. In our case, Real-Time Corba gives the necessary quality of services to the communication parameters to allow our system to be scheduled as is seen in section 3.2. Figure 6 .b shows a sequence example in which the virtual movements are slower than real movements, that is why the process is scheduled with a security delay equivalent to the time of one virtual movement plus the communication.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented the integration of an experimental robotic cell with 3D servoing for manipulation environments. We have developed a distributed architecture based on Real-Time Corba using the ORB supplied by TAO. This architecture together with the hard Real-Time control of the robot, based on RTLinux, allows us to turn the global system into a soft Real-Time system in order to improve its security, reliability and speed. Distributed applications have been developed following this architecture, such as the advanced simulator, the 3D acquisition application and the robot control application.
After this integration, the experimental cell can work for full intelligent manipulation environments as well as a secure robot teleoperation.
